
PoMELO
Portable Methane Leak Observatory

Scalable mobile technology to detect, locate, quantify, and reduce 
methane emissions from oil and gas facilities.

• Modular, low-cost, multi-sensor 
hardware that can be quickly 
mounted on any vehicle.

• Firmware that fuses methane, 
geolocation, and wind 
measurements at 10 Hz.

• User-friendly software tools for real-
time methane emissions detection, 
mapping, source localization, and 
quantification. 

• Final reports are generated and 
uploaded in minutes, not days or 
weeks.

• No post-processing, no follow-up 
visits required, and no office 
decisions.

• Pair with OGI for complete, one-
visit solutions.
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ON-PAD SURVEY MODE
Drive on pads and within minutes PoMELO’s
analytics engine and user interface show you 
which equipment is emitting methane, where 
the sources are located, and how much 
methane is being emitted by each source. 
PoMELO generates a report automatically once 
the survey is complete.

One-stop solution: Save time and money by 
pairing PoMELO with OGI. PoMELO quickly 
directs OGI to the emitting equipment. OGI can 
then be applied more efficiently to identify and 
tag the emitting components and determine 
whether the emissions are vents or leaks. There 
is no follow-up required and no additional OGI 
cost.

No leaks detected = no OGI = more sites 
surveyed per day = lower LDAR cost.

OFF-PAD SURVEY MODE
Drive off-pad to determine which facilities are 
emitting methane and how much. Screen tens 
to hundreds of sites per day from public roads –
no site access permits required. Data are 
uploaded to the cloud to generate actionable 
information for decision makers. Triage and 
prioritize pads for follow-up OGI surveys. 

PoMELO’s low cost and scalability opens new 
opportunities for sector-wide deployment on 
work trucks. Passive data collection can be used 
to monitor methane emissions over large areas 
and streamline OGI.

Pad source 
identified

Pad emissions 
rate: 3.31 g/s

PoMELO’s onboard emissions engine enables real-time 

monitoring and mapping, QA/QC, operator notes, and 

generates reports (detections, localizations, and 

quantifications) for each site automatically.

Drive-by surveys on public roads can be used to detect 

pad-level methane emissions, locate the source pad, 

and quantify the rate. Actionable thresholds for OGI 

revisits can be set by producers or regulators. 

PoMELO is field proven in Canada and the 
USA, easy to use, and under continuous 
improvement to ensure the information 
generated is actionable, reliable, and 
accurate. 
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